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Microsoft: Keep it up! 
Following their mission "empower every person on the planet to achieve more", Microsoft 
(MS) wants to remain the world's leading cloud provider and grow with AI in particular. 

MS was very successful last year: both internationally and especially also in Germany, the 
(cloud) growth rates are impressively high. 

I believe MS is relieved that the year was so successful despite the fundamental conversion of 
the organization to"OneCommercialPartner" (OCP). 

The number of Managed Partners will be reduced (in Germany from about 700 to about 350), 
but in return Microsoft expects ambitious targets (400% Azure growth !).  

In the Dynamics environment, the start of Business Central is of course the hot topic. 

The goals for next year are ambitious and can only be achieved if you commit yourself 
intensively. 

 

In detail: 

It's strange to walk through a casino with smoking gamblers on the way from the hotel to the 
conference center. If you combine the internal Ready conference for the MS sales staff and 
the inspire (ex-WPC) for the partners, there probably won't be many other locations left even 
in the USA. Actually a pity, because I had got to know some interesting cities in North 
America through the WPC - especially since in July the temperatures in Las Vegas are already 
extreme with over 40°C/110°F. Of course Vegas also has its positive sides: the playful drive to 
create a better world and the American way of live, thinking REALLY BIG. And since Samsung 
Health has shown me around 20,000 steps every day, life here must be extremely healthy... 

On Sunday I had the pleasure of being the "old white man" (between four ladies) in the panel 
for the FTA (=First Time Attendees). I took the opportunity to talk to some of the new 
participants, some are also only recently Microsoft partners and still believe that every 
Microsoft employee can say everything ;-) But some also have interesting business ideas and 
approaches and practically all are in the cloud (logically ;-)) As "old-established partners" we 
could benefit from the exchange with the new partners as well as vice versa. 

To the keynotes (all also available online at https://myinspire.microsoft.com/):  

On day 1 Gavriella Schuster, the "boss" of the Microsoft Partner Network (MPN) opened the 
keynote speech with the usual information about the "opportunity" for us partners (100 
billion $ cloud turnover, thus about 1 Bio.$ partner turnover - since 1$ cloud corresponds to 
9.64$ partner turnover) and fitting to Vegas and the USA she has directly identified a "new 
frontier" and would like to indulge in "REAL big numbers" -) But good: even for reticent 
German minds I have to admit growth rates last year of 42% for Office 365, 63% for 
Dynamics 365 and 93% for Azure (FY still without Q4) are very impressive. 

A clear focus is on Artificial Intelligence (AI) as a topic that the "intelligent cloud" raises 
above the traditional on-premise business: data as "energy" should drive the cloud, because 
connecting of the data is much easier in the cloud than on-premise. In a roundtable with 
Steve Guggenheimer I realized that all this is really great - but we are still at the beginning. 
AI is already built into many Microsoft services and will continue to be a focus in the future. 

https://myinspire.microsoft.com/
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As a provider of Microsoft-based products, this is of course an excellent differentiator from 
our traditional competitors - especially in the industry business. In my opinion, no other 
provider can currently offer such a service portfolio. 

The other Azure services are also undergoing massive development: the Azure SQL Database 
Managed Instance should be interesting for database applications: if the SQL services are not 
enough for you, you will get the "full" SQL database in the cloud as a managed service.  

The Co-Sell program will continue with a 10% commission for MS sellers, Dynamics will now 
also be added (i.e. the Dynamics Cloud offers) and the AppSource catalogue will be published 
as a marketplace with the possibility to offer "private" offers (store-in-store) (but for the time 
being without monetization see below). 

For horizontal partners interesting: while on average for 1$ Microsoft turnover there are just 
10$ partner turnover - for Azure there are only 5$ partner services on 1$ azure consumption. 
this shows once again that although you can earn money with purely horizontal services, as a 
partner with your own IP you are much better positioned, whether horizontally or vertically. 

As always, the demos were well done from a marketing point of view: Carlsberg as a brewer is 
well received - although Microsoft, to the disappointment of many partners with whom I have 
spoken, has in principle "only" shown what Carlsberg has done with the standard, but that 
was also the subliminal message: look, even with the standard you can significantly improve 
a company compared to the actual state! 

If you want to improve "every person on the planet", of course this must not (only) depend on 
specialists. Nevertheless, as partners, I do not think we need to worry about growth 
opportunities: with the multitude of innovations and services, there will be a shortage of 
suitable specialists, at least in the short and medium term. There are still only a few suitable 
employees in the customer companies who are independently able to use the enormous 
Microsoft service machine even to some extent. 

Chief Legal Officer (CLO) Brad Smith pointed out in a successful presentation the social 
responsibility of companies (and IT in general) New opportunities also require new social 
agreements: similar to the Geneva Convention, an international agreement is needed to 
prevent IT attacks like in the last two years from North Korea, Russia or China (he did not 
explicitly mention the last two …). Brad has also made clear how important Microsoft 
considers the protection of privacy and assured that not only in Europe GDPR (General Data 
Protection Regulation) will be respected by Microsoft but worldwide. 

For a company like Microsoft, which lives mainly from selling services (licenses), this is, of 
course, despite all the fine rhetoric, also a suitable differentiation from companies financed 
by advertising such as google, facebook & Co. whose business model depends on the use of 
private data. Nevertheless, it is praiseworthy and should also be emphasized and lived by us 
Microsoft partners! 

The highlight of the keynotes (now called Corenotes) was the appearance of CEO Satya 
Nadella in front of the joint auditorium of inspire (partner) and ready (Microsoft sales 
representative) in the packed T-Mobile Arena. 

At Satya's keynote I had to admire the American sense of choreography - and that in the 
truest sense of the word, because we sang together at 8:30 a.m. The opening was very 
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impressive: a choir with 18,000 participants -) And yes, one can hardly escape the "magic" of 
such a choir: the hall was well "preheated" for Satya. 

As always, however, he has put things in a nutshell: Currently, 5% of the world's GNP is 
generated with "Tech", what about the other 95%? this is still an enormous potential for the 
future. just like Brad, Satya has made another clear commitment: "Privacy is a human right".  
So Satya demands that rules must be set for artificial intelligence: what's possible? what's not 
possible? This shows that Microsoft is really serious about using AI and they are carefully 
considered not to let the topic fail because of subliminal fears. The good thing is that I believe 
someone like Satya and Brad personally - even if of course there is a company purpose behind 
it!. 

Satya also credibly argued that the mission "empower every person and every organization 
on the planet to achieve more" requires that all people worldwide have equal opportunities. 
equity and diversity are therefore core pillars of Microsoft culture, as evidenced by the fact 
that my esteemed German IAMCP board colleague Alex was surprised that Satya himself was 
the surprise guest in the WiT luncheon - she was"flashed" for minutes afterwards... 

A nice sentence from Satya also was: "Make others cool: that gives us meaning!" And it is so 
true: my most beautiful and fulfilling professional moments are the smile on the face of a 
customer, when we succeeded in creating something for him that he would hardly have 
thought possible before. 

As far as technology is concerned, for Satya Azure is a model everyone can program on, no 
matter if it's Azure Sphere for microcontrollers or Azure Stack for "remote locations" or of 
course the worldwide Azure Cloud: "Azure is the world's computer"! 

Access to this "world computer" for "everyone" are Power Apps, Power BI and Flow. A nice 
example of this was an employee of the security check at Heathrow airport who was annoyed 
by the paperwork, read the instructions for PowerApp on the Internet and then developed an 
app with which he can replace the paper. Today this app is used by Heathrow and the 
employee was not only personally at inspire but is now working in IT. Probably this is why the 
WLAN password "lasvegas" was used on my return flight at Heathrow. 

Of course there were also a few impressive demos that go far beyond the standard shown at 
Carlsberg: Holobeam as a partner solution for allowing virtual meetings was already 
impressive - even if it is currently only a prototype, it shows "where the journey is going": 
those who haven't seen it should watch the stream: "beam me up, Scotty"! 

Also the little things for the practical life: That stream integrated in Office365 can now 
search for person and text, so if I am looking for a certain keyword or person in a recording of 
a webinar/presentation, then stream jumps directly to the right place in the recording, a nice 
example of how AI can make daily life easier in a simple way. 

D365 AI for Sales" was also announced as the first AI service for Dynamics 365 as part of the 
AI boom, which seems to be only a new name for existing content in step 1, but shows the 
thrust of Microsoft. 

The last Corenote on Thursday afternoon was the opportunity for inspire participants to take 
part in the events for the Ready participants (i.e. Microsoft sales staff). In my case this was 
the "Segment General Session SMC" (formerly called "SMB" - i.e. medium-sized businesses), 
held by Robert Morrison ("VP WW SMC"). 
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The different atmosphere was interesting: the Microsoft employees made a much more 
enthusiastic impression than the partners: a lot of yelling and clapping. I experienced US 
enthusiasm -  the culture is different here than in skeptical Europe…But it suits Vegas and 
somehow it is also fun and motivating. 

Robert opened the Corenote with the announcement that from this fiscal year onwards no 
more forecasts have to be given, that's what Cortana does from now on! it is important to him 
not to open any shadow budgets but instead to spend more time with the customer. Good 
goals  - especially if you know with which Excel monsters Microsoft operates internally. A 
tight budget which works goal-oriented I think is a good management tool - but deserts of 
numbers like MS did in the past are certainly little helpful: therefore a very good approach! 

While during the first three days one could already develop the feeling that Microsoft 
currently sees more potential in Enterprise for Azure (for example if one wants to shift 
workload from Cray to Azure :-), Microsoft has credibly conveyed in this session that in the 
long run there is an enormous potential especially in SMB. 

However, it is important for us partners that we completely rethink the customer relationship 
and - ideally together with the customer - reinvent their business digitally.  

Of course Microsoft is a profit-oriented company and that's why Satya also wanted its vendors 
(sales staff and partners) to make this the segment with the highest number of new 
customers, the highest impact and the best growth... "yeah, yeah, yeah".  

WHAT are the priorities for SMC for the next fiscal year: 

• Customers - make them raving fans 

• Customer acquisition across O365, D365, Azure 

o “Pay our channel more for new customers” 

o Marketing to create new contacts 

• Azure consumption 

• Improved renewal execution (cross- / upsell) 

• Orchestration and Co-sell with partners 

o What is your SUPER-Power? 

o What are the geographies where you are present? 

o Where in the sales cycle are you? 

o IP-Co-Sell: if you are not in you should get there! 10% des Partnerumsatzes 
werden dem MS-Verkäufer auf sein Azure-Consumption-Ziel angerechnet 
(wenn it's co-sold not only when it's consumed!) 

HOW does Microsoft intend to achieve these priorities: 

• More time with customers (less time with internal staff: reporting etc.) 

o No forecasting any more in FY19, instead management uses an AI model, 
repeating the urgent appeal to its organization: "Don't create shadow budgets 
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now”. So we as partners should be careful when we are asked for budgets by 
partner managers... 

o Instead, every employee should check his calendar: how much time he spends 
internally, how can he spend this time better with customers? 

o This requires MS staff and partners to work on their capacity and skills: "Can I 
do the pitch?” 

o Make the news: Let's spend less time reporting the news but let’s make the 
news: let's go to the customers! 

o "minimize slides for internal presentations": if you weigh a cow on Mondays 
and she weighs too little - then nothing helps to weigh her again on 
Wednesdays - she will still weigh too little - you have to DO something! and - 
how true - "It's ok to fail, try to do better". 

Dynamics Business Central (NAV) 
There were very few sessions, but I had the opportunity to attend some roundtables and 
discussions, and here too the tenor is "keep it up – go ahead" as in the "big" Microsoft world! 

No change: NAV and BC (Business Central) on Prem and in the cloud will keep the same 
codebase, but with a time delay (the cloud will be updated monthly) The next OnPrem version 
will no longer be called NAV2019 but will also be called "Business Central", but will still 
allow C/SIDE (only OnPrem), while the cloud will only support extensions. 

Also planned is a so-called "Connect Cloud" for the OnPrem version, which will then provide 
access to all Azure cloud services as an "intelligent edge", which was explained as a kind of 
"mirror image of the OnPrem installation in the cloud". 

For the "monetization" of the apps, the vague statement that this will eventually be possible 
via AppSource remains - at the moment, however, only the approach remains to take care of 
itself (here we refer to the offer of QBS, which also offers its billing engine for non-QBS 
partners), although there should be the possibility of bundling Microsoft solutions with 
partner services via CSP in about 6-7 months (Attention: non-binding Microsoft forecast :-)).  

I asked Jasper how he positions Uniconta, after all there are a few well known Danes who are 
active in this field. Of corse he didn't want to say anything bad about the competition, but 
besides technical points (Silverlight as the basis for Uniconta is not exactly state of the art) it 
is also the character as "program" (App) while Business Central offers a holistic approach of 
integration with all Microsoft services: (Office 365, Microsoft 365, but above all the modern 
Azure services like KI & Co.).  

CfMD will remain unchanged for the OnPrem version until further notice, but has no 
relevance for the cloud. 

MenuSuites for Business Central (Cloud) was asked for several times, according to Marko MS 
seems to be looking for a solution. 

MS is laying low on current installation figures for BC, with Alica Taylor pointing to the 
impressive growth rates of D365 in general... 
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Because so far only a few AddOn vendors (and especially hardly any serious vertical) have 
switched their solution to Extension, the currently possible application scenarios are also 
limited (e.g. financial departments of larger companies) According to a - not representative - 
survey among partners, most installations seem to be in the single-digit user range (1-2 
users) and I suspect there are currently still less than 100 customers.  

Keep tuned for announcements in the fall: How this will look like is not yet clear, but it is 
likely that MS will make the Cloud installation more attractive in relation to OnPrem, a 
"transaction-oriented" licensing is probably also needed to be competitive: BC is currently (in 
relation to SAGE, EXACT & Co.) too expensive for very small companies and for "large" 
companies.  

There has been no communication, but one can assume that the cloud targets for BC are 
ambitious, so perhaps the hybrid "Connect Cloud" solution is also an approach to count on-
prem installations as "cloud"? 

The fact that "NAV on Azure" also ensures azure consumption can be seen from the fact that 
even the "medium" NAV partners now have an annual azure consumption option in the 5-6 
digit range, but of course this does not help "BC"...  

Here it remains interesting to see how patient Microsoft will be. At the same time we as 
partners should - in our own interest and in the interest of our customers – try to convert all 
our solutions as quickly as possible to extensions, even if this represents a large investment. 

In any case, a visit to the Directions EMEA is indispensable for every NAV/BC partner again 
this year, because not only "BC on Prem (=NAV2019)" is to be launched there, but also the 
further strategy with more details on the points mentioned above is (hopefully) to be 
announced. 

IAMCP 
As every year, IAMCP hosted a party on Sunday evening (speakeasy), had a large lounge in the 
exhibition area and organized several Executive Roundtables, one of which I was able to organize 
thanks to the support of US-IAMCP President Jeffrey as Dynamics 365 Roundtable.  

Also each of the approximately 700 participants of the FTA session (see above) were directed to 
the IAMCP booth. IAMCP International and Microsoft worked well together. 

IAMCP-US has also released an index of IAMCP partner services, but this is not yet ready for going 
international, I spoke to Eric, but I'm not sure if we can use it for EMEA as well, but if you are 
interested in positioning your solution there, please visit https://iamcpinspire.org/the-index/  

Inspire was also very “inspiring” at the IAMCP EMEA level. It was a positive surprise for anyone 
who asked how things would go after the resignation of charismatic Olivia Trilles as EMEA 
President: Sérgio Baptista (Portugal) as the new IAMCP-EMEA President convinced with his solid 
work and visionary ideas. Together with Bo Bauhn (Sweden), in a discussion with the MPN 
management they raised new ideas how to increase the value of IAMCP for new MPN members. 
Stay tuned… 

 

https://iamcpinspire.org/the-index/
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